
ZEALICON-2018 

 JSSATE, Noida hosts ZEALICON, an annual techno-cultural festival. It is a dynamic event 

bursting with youthful vigour, dedicated to the celebration of creativity and science. The 

hysterical face of literature, as well as popular arts, science, and technology, were all covered 

during Zealicon 2018. This edition of Zealicon promised all of the previous edition's 

trademarks. A slew of events where academicians demonstrated their knowledge and artists 

showcased their work. Zealicon served as a link between fantasy and reality by projecting the 

imagined gesture onto the real environment. Zealicon 2018 was a remarkable experience, 

creating an atmosphere of eagerness and cooperation, experience!! For all of those who were a 

part of this marvellous four-day gala. The festival got off to a fantastic start when the principal 

guest graced us with his warm presence during the inauguration ceremony, which included a 

diya lighting ceremony and welcome speeches. This year was particularly notable because we 

were the first in our college to launch the Zealicon app, which allowed us to receive daily real-

time information on events. This ground-breaking concept sparked widespread interest and was 

a big success. This year's theme was "Gaming Euphoria.” A variety of fun and adventurous 

technical events took place adhering to the theme. There were online events which went live 

before the fest began and continued throughout the duration of the fest. Errata, an online 

treasure hunt were one of these which experienced massive participation. During the fest, 

Robo-wars, Techno hunt, NFS- LAN gaming, CS Go and Rob Olympics remained among the 

most trending events. Overnight events like Technovison where participants witnessed the 

thrill and excitement of an overnight hackathon and got the opportunity to compete and 

showcase their skills were one of the highlights. In its most basic form, Zealicon was a cultural 

spectacle. The festival included a variety of activities designed to increase students' confidence 

and demonstrate their abilities and skills. The Traditional Walk was one of the most anticipated 

and thrilling events for all participants, who were dressed elegantly in Indian ethnic attire and 

walked the ramp like professionals. The fervour grew even more with the Bike stunt display, 

which wowed the audience with its deft and dangerous stunts. Students competed in dance 

events with zeal, bringing rhythm and song to the festival. The audience erupted in applause 

for the well-coordinated and energetic performance of the flash mob. Another event which 

garnered a lot of attention was the Open Mic where the students and speakers alike embraced 

their inner poets and lyricists. The fest ended with the fantastic DJ Night which rocked the 
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young college goers with the feet tapping beats. Zealicon filled everyone with zeal and left an 

indelible impression on every single heart. It turned out to be a remarkable fest, one which is 

going to be one of the most talked-about things for a while now and it was incredible seeing 

everyone take part with such vitality and enthusiasm. The mega events of the techno fest was 

Robowars, Robolympics, xccelarado etc. was very well conducted. Events basically consisted 

of manual and autonomous bots constructed by students themselves. The events so conducted 

to give a new exposure and enthusiasm to the students in the field of automation and robotics. 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

 

A person can express many ideas by the medium of his/her voice. A vocal performance by the 

thoughts and feeling of an artist creates a uniquely extraordinary and attractive impression. 

With this intention the Zealicon 2018 was an exchange of words from hearts of the vocalists to 

hearts of audience. 



 

Rangoli is a colourful art which enhance beauty of occasion. Rangolis became a major show 

of attraction which depicted our culture at Zealicon 2018. No amount of darkness can hide a 

spark of light. 

 



Speaking minds and conveying them to masses play a crucial role in making a stand being 

different from everyone. Zealicon 2018 became a place where everyone took their minds to the 

audience  

 

Robots have always been a fantasy .We at Zealicon 2018 brought that thought to life with our 

renowned club-SPICE we made it possible. Robowars was one of the major sight of attraction. 

 

TEDX became one of the major sight of attraction at fest – Zealicon-2018 


